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Abstract

We address turn-taking prediction in which spoken dialogue systems predict when to take the conversational floor. In natural conversations, many turn-taking decisions are arbitrary and subjective. In this study, we propose taking into account the concept of the transition relevance place (TRP) for turn-taking prediction. TRP is defined as a timing when the current speaking turn can be completed and other participants are able to take the turn. We conducted annotation of TRP on a human-robot dialogue corpus, ensuring the objectivity of this annotation among annotators. The proposed turn-taking prediction model adopts a two-step approach that detects TRP at first and then predicts a turn-taking event if TRP is detected. Experimental evaluations demonstrate that the proposed model improves the accuracy of turn-taking prediction by incorporating TRP detection.
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1. Introduction

Smooth turn-taking is a challenging issue for spoken dialogue systems in order to converse with users in the manner of natural dialogue. A majority of spoken dialogue systems deployed in commercial devices such as smart speakers and smartphone apps assume a fixed-length silence at the end of user speech to trigger the system response. This protocol is applicable and practical when a user utterance is a short query. On the other hand, when we design natural human-robot and human-agent dialogue systems, in which users can speak many utterances per one turn [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], it is necessary to properly predict if the system will take the floor or not at the end of current user speech. Other studies suggested that the smooth and precise turn-taking contributes to increasing users’ engagement and satisfaction on dialogue [7, 8].

A number of studies on turn-taking prediction has been done to investigate various feature sets and prediction models. In general, turn-taking prediction is done at the end of each utterance and is formulated as a binary classification: turn-switch or turn-holding. The majority of investigated feature sets are based on prosodic features such as fundamental frequency (F0) and power [9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Linguistic features were also investigated such as syntactic structure, turn-ending markers, and language model [14, 15]. Moreover, multi-modal features were also considered such as eye-gaze [16, 17, 18, 19], respiration [20, 21, 22], and head-direction [16, 23]. The prediction model was based on conditional random field [16], support vector machines [24], and neural networks [25]. A recent approach is to use recurrent neural networks such as long short-term memory (LSTM), which can handle long-range context of the input sequence, and it achieved higher accuracy than conventional methods [15, 26, 19, 27, 28, 29, 30]. However, the performance is still low in natural conversations. One of the major problems is, even in human conversations, many turn-taking decisions are arbitrary and subjective. For example, when a speech segment is given, it is possible that some persons take a turn and others do not [24].

In this study, we propose taking into account objective criterion, specifically, the concept of transition relevance place (TRP). TRP is defined as a timing when the current turn can be completed and other participants are able to take the turn [31]. Earlier studies investigated the relationship between TRP and turn-taking cues such as prosodic and syntactic information [32, 33]. We assume that turn-taking decision can be decomposed into two-step decisions as illustrated in Figure 1. At first, a listener judges if the current turn can be completed (TRP). If it is true, then the listener decides to actually take the turn. While conventional methods directly predicted the turn-taking event, our approach is to distinguish turn-holding events (Not take) in TRP from those in not TRP because the required judgment would be different in each situation. Based on this assumption, we propose a two-step turn-taking prediction: TRP detection and turn-taking prediction at TRP. By separately designing and tuning these two models, the accuracy of each model is expected to be high, which contributes to the improvement of the whole turn-taking prediction.

2. A human-robot dialogue corpus

We use a human-robot dialogue corpus in which a subject talked with the android robot ERICA [34, 35] operated by another person, called an operator. The operator’s voice was directly played through an audio speaker placed on ERICA. The operator also manually controlled ERICA’s non-verbal behaviors such as head nodding and eye gaze. In each dialogue session, the subject was a different person whereas the operator was selected from five persons. Each dialogue session lasted about 10 minutes. This corpus consists of three dialogue tasks as below.

2.1. Job interview task

This task is a simulated job interview dialogue where ERICA was given the role of the interviewer. The operator asked the
subject some questions on such as motivation of the job application and skills of the subject. Depending on the responses to the questions, the operator also made follow-up questions to elicit further information. We recorded 28 dialogue sessions with this scenario. In this task, although the interviewer (operator = ERICA) holds the dialogue initiative, the majority of utterances was done by the interviewee (subject). As the talking style is polite, it is expected that the turn-taking cue is more clear than other tasks.

2.2. Attentive listening task
In this task, the subject talked about a specific theme and ERICA listened to the talk. The operator was asked to express elicit further information. We recorded 28 dialogue sessions with this scenario. In this task, although the interviewer (operator = ERICA) holds the dialogue initiative, the majority of utterances was done by the interviewee (subject). As the talking style is polite, it is expected that the turn-taking cue is more clear than other tasks.

In this task, the subject talked about a specific theme and ERICA listened to the talk. The operator was asked to express elicit further information. We recorded 28 dialogue sessions with this scenario. In this task, although the interviewer (operator = ERICA) holds the dialogue initiative, the majority of utterances was done by the interviewee (subject). As the talking style is polite, it is expected that the turn-taking cue is more clear than other tasks.

2.3. Speed dating task
The subject talked with ERICA in the setting of first-time meeting. The purpose of this dialogue task is to socialize with a person who he/she meets for the first time. Concretely, they were asked to know each other by talking about their profiles such as hobbies and food preferences. We recorded 33 dialogue sessions with this scenario. This dialogue task is mixed-initiative, and the participants exchange the turn-taking floor frequently. Furthermore, since the talking style is casual, the turn-taking prediction is also difficult.

3. Annotation of transition relevance place
We conducted annotation of TRP with the corpus explained in the previous section. At first, we summarize existing annotation in the corpus which is used for the annotation of TRP. Then, the annotation procedure of TRP is explained, followed by analyses of the annotation result.

3.1. Existing annotation
We had already annotated following labels.

Inter-pausal unit (IPU) [36]
Each utterance is segmented by pauses longer than 200 milliseconds. Note that the turn-taking prediction is done by this unit in this study.

Long utterance unit (LUU) [37]
Each utterance is also segmented by boundaries defined by the syntactic, conversational, and interactive viewpoint. In many cases, an LUU segment consists of several IPU. It is expected that turn-taking is more related to LUU boundaries than IPU boundaries.

Dialogue act (DA)
Each LUU segment is annotated with a dialogue act (DA) label such as question, answer, and statement. In total, we used 19 kinds of labels by referring the label set defined in an earlier study [38]. Furthermore, based on the DA labels, we annotated labels of adjacency pair that represent a corresponding pair of DA labels such as question and answer. Since these annotated labels describe the functional aspect in dialogue, they are useful for annotation of TRP labels.

3.2. Annotation procedure of TRP
In this study, we asked a third-party person to annotate the labels of TRP with the following procedure. The judgment of TRP was done at an ending point of every LUU segments annotated in the current corpus. Note that the numbers of LUU segments in the corpus were 1,550, 2,351, and 4,371 in job interview task, attentive listening task, and speed-dating task, respectively. It is theoretically pointed out that ending points of LUU segments are related to TRP [39]. At an ending point of each LUU segment, the annotator was asked to judge if a current listener is able to take the turn as the next action from the viewpoint of the listener. If the annotator perceives it is possible, this place is annotated as TRP, otherwise not. The annotator was asked not to consider the subsequent dialogue content. The annotator was asked to make the judgment of TRP basically based on the transcription text in this annotation work, though they also could refer to the dialogue video with audio as supplemental materials for the judgment. We also gave the labels of DA and adjacency pairs to the annotator as supplementary information for judging of TRP. For example, when a current speaker is answering to a question and a current LUU segment is the intermediate part of the answering, the end of the current LUU segment is not judged as TRP. Theoretically, TRP is perceived by only actual participants in the dialogue. In this sense, the current annotated labels are some approximation of the true TRP.

Besides the binary labels for TRP and not TRP, there are some ambiguous situations. To deal with this problem, we made a guideline for the ambiguous situations. For example, we observed places where there was no pause gap between LUU segments though it looked TRP when we only consider its utterance text. Since there is no chance for the listener to take the turn due to no pause gap, this case was annotated as not TRP. Although the ambiguous places were observed with low frequency, this guideline would be important for increasing the objectivity of this annotation work.

3.3. Inter-annotator agreement
In order to investigate the objectivity of this annotation work, we asked two persons to annotate TRP labels as a preliminary trial. This trial was conducted with two dialogue sessions for each dialogue task. After this trial annotation work, we calculated Cohen’s kappa score between the two annotators. As a result, the kappa scores were 0.791, 0.784, and 0.817 for job interview task, attentive listening task, and speed dating task, respectively. Since these scores meant much higher than moderate agreement (> 0.6) and around strong agreement (> 0.8), we decided to conduct the remaining annotation work with one person. In this study, the used TRP labels were given by this person.

3.4. Distribution of annotated labels
We conducted the TRP annotation with all dialogue sessions of the three dialogue tasks and then analyzed the annotated labels. Table 1 reports the distribution of the TRP labels together with those of turn-taking labels. In the turn-taking labels, take means turn-switch and not take means turn-holding. Note that the unit of the numbers in this table is the number of IPU segments which were used in the turn-taking prediction. We observe the general tendency that the number of TRP is larger than those of...
the turn-switch (take). This suggests that there are many TRP in which the turn-switch did not happen as a result.

We further analyzed the proportion of turn-taking labels at TRP and not TRP, as reported in Table 2. Among the original turn-taking labels, the number of turn-holding (not take) was much larger than those of turn-switch (take) as reported in Table 1. Considering only the places annotated as TRP, the ratio of turn-switch became larger than those of turn-holding. On the other hand, the ratio of turn-holding became overwhelmingly larger (over 90%) in the places annotated as not TRP. This result supports that the TRP labels are strongly related to the turn-taking prediction. We also observed some not TRP samples in which the turn-switch happened. These were mainly caused by the interruption (barge-in) by the listener. Note that this is out of scope of the proposed model.

4. Proposed model

By utilizing the TRP labels in turn-taking prediction, we propose a two-step model: (1) TRP detection and (2) turn-taking prediction at TRP. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the proposed model. While the conventional methods directly predicted the turn-taking events, the proposed model conducts the different two decisions in turn-taking prediction so that each model is separately designed and trained. We explain these models respectively, and then the final decision process.

4.1. TRP detection

This model detects TRP at the end of IPU, based on prosodic and linguistic information of the preceding utterance. We used a hierarchical model of LSTM where each kind of feature is modeled by an individual LSTM and the outputs of those LSTMs are concatenated and fed into a linear layer that outputs the posterior probability of the output label [29], as shown in Figure 2. The reference labels are binary corresponding to the TRP labels annotated in Section 3. The input feature set consists of prosodic features (power, F0, and their first and second orders, 6 dimensions in total), speech feature (log Mel filterbank, 40 dimensions), and linguistic feature (word2vec [40], 100 dimensions). We found the prosodic features did not contribute in our preliminary experiment in TRP detection. This is because

4.2. Turn-taking Prediction at TRP

Given that the end of the current IPU segment is TRP, this model predicts the turn-taking label which is take or not take. We used the same model architecture and the same feature set (prosodic features, speech feature, and linguistic feature) as those of the TRP detection. The training samples are restricted to places annotated as TRP. It is expected that this prediction model is more accurate than the conventional approaches that used all samples including both TRP and not TRP.

4.3. Turn-taking prediction based on TRP detection

The proposed model predicts the turn-taking label by utilizing the above two models as follows.

1. Calculate the posterior probability of TRP \( p(\text{TRP}) \) by using the detection model described in Section 4.1.
2. Assuming the end of the current IPU is TRP, calculate the posterior probability of turn-switch \( p(\text{take}|\text{TRP}) \) by using the prediction model described in Section 4.2.
3. Using both outputs, calculate the joint probability of TRP and turn-switch as \( p(\text{take}, \text{TRP}) = p(\text{TRP}) \times p(\text{take}|\text{TRP}) \)
4. Output the turn-switch label (take) if \( p(\text{take}, \text{TRP}) > 0.5 \), otherwise the turn-holding label (not take)

Note that it is assumed that it must be turn-holding (not take) when the place is annotated as not TRP, though there are some exceptional cases.

5. Experimental evaluations

The proposed model is compared with a baseline model that does not use the TRP labels and directly predict the turn-taking labels.

5.1. Setup

We conducted a 5-fold cross validation using the human-robot dialogue corpus described in Section 2. In this experiment, we predicted only the operator’s (ERICA’s) turn-taking behaviors. We used different strategies for training two models of TRP detection and turn-taking prediction in the proposed model. For
the TRP detection model, since the TRP labels are independent from the kind of dialogue tasks theoretically, we trained a universal model using data from all dialogue tasks. On the other hand, for the turn-taking prediction model, we trained each model for each dialogue task because the actual turn-taking behaviors depend on the kind of dialogue tasks. We used a baseline model that does not consider the TRP labels and directly predict the turn-taking labels. Its model includes LSTM layers just like the propose model. Note that the training samples are from the entire dataset, not restricted to places annotated as TRP. As evaluation metrics, we used accuracy, precision, recall, F-score, and F-macro. Accuracy is the ratio of the number of correct samples among the number of entire samples. Precision, recall, and F-score are composed for positive instances (e.g. take). F-macro is average of F-scores for positive and negative instances (e.g. take and not take).

The proposed and baseline models were implemented as follows. We used the PyTorch library 0.4.1 [41]. We used 3-layer LSTM with 128 nodes for the baseline model and the TRP detection model, and also utilized 1-layer LSTM with 128 nodes for the turn-taking prediction model of the proposed model. We used softmax function for the linear output layers. The loss function was cross-entropy. The minibatch size corresponded to 32 IPU segments, and model parameters were updated using RMSProp with the learning rate of 10^{-4}. The dropout was adopted to each layer with a ratio of 0.2. The input features were extracted as below. Power, pitch and log Mel filterbank were extracted in the last 2 seconds of each IPU segment with a frame shift size of 10 milliseconds. Word vectors were independently trained with continuous bag-of-words (CBOW) model by using the same training dataset.

5.2. Result

Table 3 reports the results of turn-taking prediction. Since it is important to predict the turn-switch behavior (take) properly in turn-taking prediction, we focus on the F-scores of the turn-switch in this evaluation. In all the dialogue tasks, the proposed model significantly improved the F-score from the baseline model, especially increased the recall rates drastically. In the baseline model, it is difficult to predict the turn-switch because the take label is a minor class in the entire dataset, which is imbalanced. The proposed model detects TRP and then predicts the turn-taking behavior in the restricted places so that it improved the turn-taking prediction as a whole.

We further analyzed the proposed model consisting of two steps: TRP detection and turn-taking prediction. At first, we evaluated only the TRP detection model as reported in Table 4. Since this task can be interpreted as a pre-processing to properly filter out places that are not TRP, the positive and negative instances (TRP and not TRP) are equally important. Therefore, we present the accuracy scores compared with those chance levels. The TRP detection model is able to detect TRP with accuracy of over 80% for all tasks. Next, we evaluated the turn-taking prediction model that is the second step in the proposed model. We restricted the test samples to places annotated as TRP for this evaluation of the proposed turn-taking prediction model and the baseline model. Table 5 reports F-scores together with precision and recall scores. In all the dialogue tasks, the proposed method achieved much higher F-scores, with the drastic improvement of the recall scores.

6. Conclusion

We have proposed the turn-taking prediction model based on detection of TRP, which is defined as a timing when the current speaking turn can be completed and other participants are able to take the turn. We conducted manual annotation of TRP with a human-robot interaction corpus where several dialogue tasks are designed. We confirmed almost strong agreement between two persons. The proposed model consists of two neural networks: TRP detection and turn-taking prediction at TRP. At first, the model detects TRP, and if the TRP is detected, then the model predicts a turn-taking behavior. The experimental results showed that the proposed model improved turn-taking prediction from the baseline model that does not consider the TRP and directly predicts turn-taking behaviors. Furthermore, the results revealed that TRP detection was realized with accuracy over 80% for all dialogue tasks.
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